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Japan’s Economic Expansion and Interactions with the
Chinese in Philippine Commerce Prior to World War II
Eric Batalla
Touring the first three decades of the twentieth cen-L/tury, the Chinese in the Philippines and the Japanese
(both in Japan and the Philippines) generally maintained
cooperative business relations that contributed to the
expansion of the Philippine-Japan trade. Japan’s military
encroachments in China broke these relations, causing a
fierce sense of business rivalry between the Japanese
and overseas Chinese, particularly in Philippine domestic
commerce. Quantitative assessments of Chinese, Japa
nese, and Filipino shares in domestic commerce which
have been used to indicate Japanese successes in the
1930s may have been exaggerated. This article discusses
how increased Japanese involvement in Philippine do
mestic commerce affected the Chinese before World
War II and gives quantitative assessments of relative
shares in Philippine domestic commerce.
After officially opening trade and economic relations
with the Philippines in May 1868, the Japanese Empire
steadily expanded her economic influence in the islands.
From 1889 to 1898, the trade value increased from
¥251.114 to¥3.4 million, with the Spanish Philippines
enjoying a trade surplus through exports of sugar and to
a lesser extent Manila hemp. However, except for 1894,

Japan’s trade with the Philippines often constituted less
than one percent of Japan’s total trade (Saniel 1969:
p. 352). During the American colonial era, Philippine
trade with Japan steadily expanded. By the 1930s, Japan
had become the Philippines’ second largest trading part
ner (after the U.S.), having overtaken the U.K. In 1936,
the total value of Philippine trade with Japan (exports
and imports) amounted to P43.3 million compared to a
total ofP338 million with the U.S. and PI3.3 million with
the U.K. The principal Philippine exports to Japan were
abaca, lumber and timber, and iron and steel. Philippine
imports were principally cotton and silk goods, iron and
steel manufactures, as well as coal and coke. In 193637, Philippine imports represented “about 2 percent” of
Japan’s total exports to the world (Hayden 1942: 714).
One of the results of Japan’s steady economic expan
sion was increased interaction with the Chinese in the
Philippines. These interactions were frequently portrayed
as a growing rivalry between the Japanese and overseas
Chinese, particularly in domestic commerce during the
1930s. Less known to many were Japanese business ties
with overseas Chinese. These ties were essential to
Japan’s growing involvement in the Philippine economy.
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The organized Japanese
These cooperative arrangements were, however, affected
response favored some in
by Japanese military aggression in China in the 1930s. In
the Philippines who desired
the late nineteenth century. Japanese goods had been
to break the Chinese “mono
handled mostly by Japanese and Indian merchandisers.
poly" which had previously
Starting in 1889, there were reports of Chinese and Fili
been
estimated to range
pino stores also selling Japanese wares {Ibid.: 138; cf.
from 80 to 90 percent of the
110). At this stage, bad business practices among some
retail trade (Ibid.: 8). For
Chinese export traders prevented the Japanese from deal
the 1930s, various estimates
ing with them. They noted that the Chinese added sand to
have been offered regarding
sugar to increase weight and also stripped immature
the extent of the Chinese
abaca (Ibid.: 142-43). During the first three decades of
the American colonial era, Japanese importers and whole
“monopoly" or the increasing
Japanese share in the Philip
salers comfortably left their merchandise with Chinese
pine domestic commerce
retailers for distribution (Wong 2001:98). At the same
time, the number of Japanese-owned stores in the islands
(i.e. retail and wholesale
Eric Battala
trade). For instanec, the
was increasing. The popular merchandise sold included
Bureau of Commerce of the Philippine Commonwealth
cotton and silk goods, wires, hats, canned fish, umbrellas,
estimated that in the retail and wholesale business, the
pomade, and toys.
Japanese accounted for 25 percent in 1933 and 35 percent
Immediately following the Manchurian Incident in
in 1935 while the Chinese share decreased from 50 perSeptember 1931, the Chinese renewed a boycott of Japa
cent to 40 percent during the same period (Bureau ot
nese goods which lasted into 1933. The repercussions for
Commerce 1938: 137).1 It is not certain how these esti
the Japanese were so serious that, with the support of
mates were derived. In Fukuda Shozo’s reckoning, the
their government, zaibatsu enterprises, and local associa
Japanese
share of the commercial transactions rose from
tions, they sought a collective and more organized de
20 percent to 25 percent in 1933 and 1934, respectively.
fense. The result was an increased Japanese presence in
The Filipino share rose from 25 percent to 30 percent
Filipino commerce, which brought the Japanese into direct
while the Chinese share dropped from 50 percent to 40
competition with many Chinese establishments. The num
percent (Fukuda 1995: 1 86). Fukuda calculated these
ber of Japanese stores more than doubled from 1930 to
shares on the basis of the level of commercial transactions
1935 (Table 1). Further, large Japanese bazaars secured a
by nationality, using the East Asian Economic Research
licet of trucks to deliver Japanese goods to the country
side and door-to-door. This strategy succeeded in “under
Bureau data as his source. Wong Kwok-Chu observes that
contemporary reports of Japanese shares of 25 percent to
selling Filipino traders and Chinese merchants by 15 to 30
percent" (Guerrero 1994: 173). According to Antonio Tan.
35 percent were overestimated. While the total value of
imports from Japan was
“The progress of the
Table
1.
Number
of
Retail
Stores
by
Nationality,
1912-1938
only
P24.3 million in 1935,
Japanese in local trade
he points out that they had
alarmed Chinese mcrYear
Filipino
Chinese
Japanese
Others
Total
chants who in 1934
“no big share in the do
1912
67,740
8,445
mestic retail of hardware,
280
1,270
77,735
launched a move to
lumber, rice, groceries and
recapture what they
1930
88.040
9,500
385
1.065
98,990
foodstuffs, alcohol and
lost" (1981:9). They
1932
55,758
13,758
719
768
71,003
supported the Philippine
beverages, cigarettes
1933
56,564
13,758
737
71,832
773
Commonwealth
etc." (Wong 1995: 99).
1935
62,818
13,818
78,057
775
646
Clearly validation
government's call to
1938
102.413
18,637
1,077
1,188
123.315
patronize goods “Made
studies are necessary and
caution
should be taken in
in the Philippines." (Sec
Note: The original table included entries for the year 1941.
using quantitative cstiTable 1.)
Source: Wong Kwok-Chu. 2001
Continued on page 9
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Researching Business Networks and Firms in Malaysia
Loh Wei Leng

i

Chinese business in the various Southeast Asian countries.
Foremost among these is that ethnic Chinese communities
across Southeast Asia arc homogenous, a notion which
contradicts the empirical reality (L. Suryadinata, Ethnic
Chinese as Southeast Asians, Singapore: Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies, 1997). Since those of Chinese
ancestry arc now into at least the third and fourth genera
tions, if not more, and have acquired citizenship in a South
east Asian country, they arc no longer sojourners but
settlers who have integrated into their host societies.
Hence it is not surprising that in each Southeast Asian
country, Chinese enterprise has its own particular features
and these features distinguish one Chinese firm from its
counterpart in a neighboring country.
Another misconception is addressed by both the
Gomez and Hsiao and Mcnkhoff and S. Gcrkc books. It is
based on the first perception and prompted by popular
writing with constructs such as “the bamboo network*’ and
‘‘greater China” which tend to csscntializc Chinese net
works which operate both within and beyond national
borders. These labels not only raise questions on the
loyalty of the Chinese as citizens in their countries of
residence, but they arc also static in nature and do not
allow for the possibility of the instrumentality of business
networks. The latter is by no means an exclusively Chi
nese practice as it has also been adopted by non-Chinese
entrepreneurs and is evident in the western metaphor, the
old-school tic, signifying
links developed from
younger days.
With this brief dis
cussion of Chinese
business in Southeast
Asia, we can now
move on to Malaysia,
where a number of key
references are selected
as illustrations of major
themes and approaches
which have been taken
up in the writing of
Malaysian history and
Loh Wei Leng

n the 1990s, before the Asian financial crisis of 1997,
immense interest in the so-called East Asian Miracle
spawned a huge literature on East Asian economics, with
a burgeoning side industry on Chinese enterprise. In view
of the significant contribution of Chinese business to the
economic growth of Southeast Asian countries, there has
also been a concomitant rise in interest in their experi
ences. However, most of the recent works on Chinese
capital arc predominantly social science studies with few
historical ones.
Nonetheless, just as contemporary writing looks to the
past to ascertain the origins and evolution of business
institutions and practices from previous patterns of organi
zational development, entrepreneurship and networking, so
too historians can draw on current concerns to guide their
enquiries. An adequate starting point would be E.T.
Gomez and M. Hsiao's edited monograph Chinese Busi
ness in Southeast Asia: Contesting Cultural Explana
tions, Researching Entrepreneurship (London:
RoutledgeC'urzon, 2004). Due to its focus on “Chinese
Business Research in Southeast Asia,” it supplies a re
view of the literature on five countries (Indonesia, Malay
sia, Singapore. Philippines and Thailand) with substantial
Chinese minorities and an extensive bibliography. T.
Mcnkhoff and S. Gcrke’s Chinese Entrepreneurship
and Asian Business Networks (London:
RoutledgeC'urzon 2002) and other works of the same
genre, which cover East as well as Southeast Asia, pro
vide many similar titles in their bibliographies, but their
coverage of Southeast Asia is not as complete.
These two books do, however, have overlapping re
search themes in two major areas: 1) emerging business
forms [persistence of family businesses versus new orga
nizational structures with the incorporation of non-family
personnel into management, the forging of links with
foreign firms] and 2) the role of culture and identity in
determining business activity [diaspora networks among
“overseas Chinese”]. The Gomez and Hsiao volume
identifies a third important theme, state-business relations,
[the impact of state policies, legislation, and regulations on
business operations], as one deserving more attention.
In addition, both the Gomez and Hsiao and Mcnkhoff
and S. Gcrkc volumes seek to dispel misconceptions about
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themes, one can begin with The Nanhai Trade (Kuala
Lumpur: Malayan Branch Royal Asiatic Society, 1955),
China and the Chinese Overseas (Singapore: Times
Academic Press, 1991) and another containing some of
his more recent writing, Diasporic Chinese Ventures:
the Life and Work of Wang Gungwu, edited by G.
Benton and Hong Liu (London: RoutlcdgcCurzon, 2004).
In the first, the classic on the earliest evidence of
Chinese migration to and trade with Southeast Asia, Wang
drew largely on both Chinese official dynastic histories
and non-official accounts from the period. The second, a
sixteen-essay volume, supplies insights into the themes of
migration and the trading and entrepreneurial skills of the
Chinese. Since “Chinese migration has meant different
things at different periods and to different peoples,”
(1991:3) Wang suggests that we can begin to understand
the modus operandi of a particular businessman if we
view his business operations within the broader context of
his worldview and sense of identity. As for Chinese mer
chants, they “emerge as ingenious and adventurous trad
ers who had remarkable flair for profit-seeking and risk
taking under conditions that were often dangerous if not
actually hostile” (1991:189).
These observations underscore the complex terrain
that Chinese entrepreneurs have had to negotiate over the
years and arc fully endorsed by Wu Xiao An, who alerts
us to the pivotal role played by the Chinese in the AngloMalay-Siamcse political dynamics in the northern region
of Malaysia in his Chinese business in the making of a
Malay state, 1882-1941: Kedah and Penang (London:
RoutlcdgcCurzon, 2003). This study is an admirable ex
ample of attempts to look beyond the national (which
after all is a recent creation in Southeast Asia and a
legacy of colonial rule) and its delineation of present
boundaries to focus on the region and transnational link
ages, “a much-neglected historical reality” (2003:2). My
own research on a Penang Chinese shipping firm con
firms that local studies which do not pay sufficient atten
tion to cross-border interactions miss crucial parts of the
story.
Wu’s efforts to explain the “interplay of state, region
and ethnicity” has required the use of the gamut of official
(British, Malay, Thai) and non-official (newspapers, direc
tories, periodicals) primary material as well as interviews
with descendants of prominent businessmen from field
work conducted in Malaysia and South China. This link-

of the source materials used. It should be noted that not
all the works cited fall neatly into the categories of eco
nomic and business history. They do. however, reflect the
multiplicity of fields (sub-fields in history as well as the
social science disciplines) which are engaged in similar
questions, viz., migration and settlement and Chinese
business cultures, organizations and methods.
For a sense of perspective on the Chinese in Southeast
Asia, one can look at China-Southeast Asia interactions,
of which there have been two kinds: first, the links ema
nating from Southeast Asia, inspired by political and eco
nomic objectives, very much in keeping with the Chinese
worldview of being “the center of the world” (the veiw
that determined its foreign policy). The second type of
interaction arose as a consequence of the region being a
transit point in either the East-West/China-Europe trade or
in the India-China exchanges, which were largely eco
nomic and religious in nature. Regarding the first, twoway commerce can be dated from the earliest known
tributary relations between Southeast Asian kingdoms and
China. The second refers to the East-West trade along
both the land and sea routes of the famed Silk Road as
well as the India-China links. The Sino-Indic contacts
were in evidence long before the spread of Buddhism
from its birthplace in India to China and have become
more extensive since then.
It was, however, in the early modem era, which has
earned the appellation “Age of Commerce,” when inter
national trade moved into a higher gear. Economic growth
in Europe and China, and subsequently Japan, translated
into a heightened demand for Southeast Asia’s products
and it is during these centuries that we find evidence of a
growing Chinese presence in Southeast Asia. Admittedly,
Chinese settlement then was nowhere comparable to the
numbers which shot up with the establishment of British
rule, beginning in 1786 with the English East India
Company’s first outpost in Penang, thereafter Singapore
in 1819 and subsequently the rest of the Malay Peninsula
by 1914.
For a bird’s eye view of the early period, stretching
from the first millennium into the early modem, one can
dip into Wang Gungwu’s numerous works. Regarded as
the doyen of studies on ethnic Chinese, especially with
reference to China’s relations with Southeast Asia, it is
hardly surprising that his intellectual leadership spans the
last half century. For an introduction to various important
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The Study of Modern Thai Business History:
Issues and Resources
Michael J. Montesano
Second, an impor
tant body of Englishlanguage scholarship
treats the dense rela
tionships between
Thailand’s military and
bureaucratic elites and
Thai Chinese whose
bank-centered business
groups occupied the
commanding heights of
the national economy
Michael J. Montesano
from the mid-twentieth
century. Along with Skinner,6 the political scientist Fred W.
Riggs laid the foundation for this scholarship.7 More re
cently, scholars such as Kevin Hewison have drawn on
Marxian political economy to complement this approach.8
Third is work in the political economy (setthasat
kanmueang) school that developed under the leadership
of Chulalongkom University economist Chatthip Natsupha
starting in the 1970s. In addition to a thoroughgoing re
examination of class relations in early modem Thailand,
this school inspired innumerable studies on the origins and
development of Thai capitalism and the Thai capitalist
class.9 For the business historian, those studies are invalu
able. Space permits mention here of only two of many
important examples. Sangsit Phiriyarangsan. Thai Bu
reaucratic Capitalism, 1932-1960, traces the origins of
the modern Thai state-enterprise sector and of the military,
bureaucratic, and business cliques that dominated and
benefited from it.10 Its focus on state-business relations
and on the social forces that penetrated the post-1932
Thai state engages one of the major themes in Thai and
Southeast Asian business history. Phanni Bualek’s Wikhro
naithun thanakhan phanit khong thai pho. so. 24752516" not only offers a rigorous history of twentiethcentury Thailand’s most important sector, but also
launched the career of Thailand’s leading business histo
rian.
Each of these three bodies of earlier scholarship in
forms the finest single work on Thai business history in

nPhe appeal of the Thai case to the business historian is
X hard to overlook. Thailand has a long record of eco
nomic contact with China, Japan, and the West. The lead
ing figures in its political economy have in the past 150
years alone ranged from royal monopolists and tax fann
ers to bureaucratic capitalists and “pariah entrepreneurs,”
provincial “godfathers” and stock-market millionaires, and
most recently a prcmicr-cz/w-telccoms-tycoon, best
known for announcing that “A company is a country. A
country is a company ... The management is the same.”1
Thailand’s transition from commodity production for world
markets to significant industrialization, its spectacular
boom and equally dramatic bust in the 1980s and 1990s,
the relative penetrability of its state by economic interests,
and the prominence in its commercial life of Chinese
immigrants and their descendants make it ideal territory in
which to hunt for a characteristic “Southeast Asian capi
talism.”2 Nevertheless, modern Thai business history
remains much more an arena of scholarly opportunity than
a well developed field. The outstanding studies of a num
ber of Thai and foreign scholars, most importantly Phanni
Bualck and Suchiro Akira, represent inspiration and re
source more than definitive work. The purpose of the
present essay is to discuss some of what has been done
already as it suggests what might well be done in the
future and how it might be done. Scholars and titles of
which specific mention is made arc best taken as land
marks rather than an indication of all that is out there.
In approaching the study of business in Thailand, histo
rians can draw profitably on three substantial extant bod
ies of older scholarship, none originally the work of mem
bers of their own profession. First is the study of Chinese
in Thailand, pioneered above all by the missionary and
diplomat Kenneth Perry Landon' and the anthropologist G.
William Skinner.4 The common assumption that the latter’s
contribution to the study of Thailand begins and ends with
“the assimilation paradigm” is unfortunate. Nearly half a
century after its publication, Skinner’s Chinese Society in
Thailand remains an incomparable source of uncxploitcd
leads for the study of the social and business history of the
country.5
5
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ment ministries and departments, creative use of its mate
rials nonetheless yields rich materials on private actors
and concerns and, of course, on state enterprises.
It needs also to be underlined that Suerhiro Akira is
merely the most prominent of a very large number of
talented, prolific Japanese scholars of Thailand’s eco
nomic and business history. Interest in and engagement
with the field in Japan easily outstrip those in North
America, Europe, and Australia. Relatively little of the
resultant scholarship is translated. It might be argued that,
as in the field of Chinese business history, a reading
knowledge of Japanese will soon be indispensable to
serious students of Thai business history. And before long,
Chinese scholarship on that history also seems likely to
blossom.
There is no better way develop a useful background on
developments, sources, and questions in the study of Thai
business history than through reading Capital Accumula
tion in Thailand. For all its virtues, Suehiro’s book has a
number of limitations, each of which suggests directions
which future work in Thai business history ought to take.
First is that the book is now, quite simply, fifteen years old.
Perspectives change. Rewritten today, the book would
almost surely devote more attention to the “transnational”
linkages of Thai capitalism in the past two hundred years.
Also, over time the value of new sources is recognized.
Second is the book’s breadth. Its broad temporal coverage
means that it concentrates above all on leading firms at
the expense of some of their less successful competitors.
The chance to explore reasons for early or obscure fail
ures is forsaken. So, too, is exploration of the complexities
of some of the periods treated and of the provincial di
mension to Thai capitalism. Phanni Bualek’s most recent
major work (which if translated into English would benefit
readers with a wide variety of interests) speaks directly to
this former issue. Her attention in Laksana naithun thai
nai chuang rawang pho. so. 2457-248217 to the inter
war period is a valuable antidote to the emphasis in Thai
business history on the decades since 1945. Similarly, a
number of scholars, Plaio Chananon Thongsawat being
the most successful among them,18 have turned to the
serious study of provincial Thai business history.
Third, above all in the post-1945 period, Suehiro fo
cuses on family-centered business groups.19 Both the
influence of the Chulalongkom University “political
economy” school on the study of Thai business history
and the prominent role taken in that study by Japanese

Thai or any Western language: Suehiro Akira, Capital
Accumulation in Thailand, 1855-/985.12 Arguing for
what he calls an historical “tripod structure” of Thai capi
talism, Suehiro organizes this masterpiece around consid
erations of the respective long-term commercial, financial,
and industrial roles of the state, foreign concerns, and
ethnic Chinese. Whether or not these players in the Thai
economy or the relationships among them have demon
strated the continuities that Suehiro stresses, his book
builds an immense amount of data into an unfailingly clear
narrative. Suehiro offers closely argued explanations for
endless financial and commercial twists and turns: the role
of tax farms13 in the nineteenth century; the rise of the
great rice-trading firms and the state-enterprise sector in
the first half of the twentieth century; and the demise of
Western trading houses, the evolution of Chinese business
groups, and the activities of Japanese sogoshosha in the
second half of the twentieth century.
Capital Accumulation in Thailand is explicitly in
tended to serve as a hand-book for scholars of Thai busi
ness history. Along with Chinese Society in Thailand, it
is one of two books that never leave my desk-top.
Suehiro’s mastery of Thai-, English-, and Chinesc-language sources ranks with the insight of his narrative as
one of the great strengths of his book. Like Sangsit and
Phanni before him, he draws extensively on the registra
tion files of limited companies, limited partnerships, and
ordinary partnerships maintained by the Department of
Commercial Registration of the Thai Ministry of Com
merce. Including memoranda of incorporation or partner
ship, minutes of board and share-holder meetings, share
holder or partner lists, and numerous related documents
(not least including those concerning the naturalization of
Chinese), these files represent the greatest single extant
resource for the study of the history of Thai business in
the second two-thirds of the twentieth century.14 Suehiro
complements these records with company directories both
old15 and new and with the unmatched biographical data
found in the peculiarly Thai “cremation volumes” prepared
for distribution at or after the funerals of the prominent,
the would-be prominent, and the simply mourned of Thai
land.16 Other such valuable sources, to which I have often
turned but on which Suehiro is less reliant, include innu
merable semi-popular histories of famous tycoons or
wealthy families and the holdings of the superb National
Archives of Thailand at Tha Wasukri in Bangkok. While
this latter collection is organized on the basis of govem6
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The Study of Chinese Business in the Modern
History of Indonesia: Themes and Prospects
Peter Post
Tndoncsian business history in general and the study of
JLChincsc business in Indonesia in particular is, despite
several outstanding works, a rather undeveloped research
area. As in Thailand and Malaysia, the field is covered
mostly by social scientists and political economists with a
general interest in the socio-political and economic history
of the country. Comprehensive works on, for example,
individual Chinese business families and networks, sound
scholarly biographies of Indonesian Chinese entrepre
neurs, or well-balanced company histories have yet to be
written. Still, a tremendous amount of research has been
done on the historical role of ethnic Chinese in the Indone
sian economy. In this essay I would like to mention a few
works that have inspired me over the past decade and
discuss these within what I consider to be the most signifi
cant themes in this Chinese business historiography. In the
final section I would like to point out some promising fields
for future inquiry.

Djie, De distribueerende tusschenhandel der
Chineezen op Java (‘s-Gravenhage: Martinus Nijhoff,
1947).' A work of great value for Chinese business histo
rians is the excellent volume compiled by the Head of the
Ncthcrlands-Indics Colonial Tax Accountants Service in
Batavia: J.L. Vleming, Met Chineesche zakenleven in
Nederlandsch-Indie (Wcltcvrcdcn: ‘s-Landsdrukkcrij,
1925). Vlcming’s work has been translated into English
and parts of it, together with some other early Dutch
articles on Chinese business life in the Indies, edited in a
comprehensive and very useful compilation by M.R.
Fernando and David Bulbeck, cds., Chinese Economic
Activity in Netherlands India. Selected Translation
from the Dutch (Data Paper Series, Sources for the
Economic History of Southeast Asia No.2, Singapore:
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1992). Vleming gives
an intriguing picture of local Chinese business practices in
the early decades of the twentieth century, and unlike the
other works which arc Java-centered, presents excellent
accounts of the situation in the so-called Outer Islands
(Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes, the Lesser Sunda Islands and
the Moluccas). His chapters on the credit system, the
kongsi system, and the speculation and futures trade, are
still essential reading for historians of ethnic Chinese
business. Although not dealing with the Chinese business
activities per sc, the work by J.S. Fumivall, Netherlands
India: A Study of Plural Society (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1939) should be mentioned, since it
stands out as a major achievement in analyzing the pre
war intermediary role of the Chinese in the social
economy of colonial Java.
The “middleman” paradigm, was (and still is) particu
larly popular among Western scholars and Western-edu
cated Indonesian historians. Japanese scholars, both pre
war and post-war, saw Chinese business in a different
perspective. In the pre-war period, scholars from Japa
nese research institutes in Taiwan and Japan proper cre
ated a tremendous body of well-informed reports on eth
nic Chinese economic activities in colonial Southeast Asia.
However, rather than stressing the intermediary role of

The ‘'Middleman ” Paradigm
Many Western studies on Chinese business in Indone
sia stress their historical role as intermediaries or “middle
men.” Much of this original work was done by Dutch
colonial officials andperanakan (Indonesian-born) Chi
nese intellectuals, many of whom were from peranakan
elite families. All of these studies took a European point of
view which essentially saw
Chinese business in the Dutch
colony as subservient to West
ern capital and large Western
trading firms. Examples arc
W.J. Cator, The Economic
Position of the Chinese in (he
Netherlands Indies (Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1936);
Ong Eng Die, Chineezen in
Nederlandsch-Indie.
Sociografie van een
Indonesische
bevolkingsgroep (Asscn: Van
Gorcum, 1943); and LicmTwan
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term shift of peranakan Chinese dominance of the main
sectors of the economy during the Dutch colonial period
to singkeh (China-bom, new migrants) Chinese control
under the Sukarno and Suharto periods. Many scholars
have taken up this issue. For example, Rush4 stressed the
abolition of the tax farming system (opium, pawn shops,
gambling etc.) in the early twentieth century as a major
factor. Twang Peck Yang in his excellent The Chinese
Business Elite in Indonesia and the Transition to Inde
pendence, 1940-1950 (Oxford University Press, 1998)
pointed out the impact of the Japanese occupation,
whereas Post5 focused on the intra-Asian dimension and
the inability of Dutch-oriented peranakan Chinese firms
to link up with Japan’s industrial centers.

Chinese trade, these institutes paid particular attention to
the Asia-wide commercial and financial networks of the
ethnic Chinese and the linkages they had with Japan,
South China and Taiwan.2 Besides being intermediaries in
the Western-oriented trade of the Indies archipelago, the
Japanese noted that in the intra-Asian economic arena
Chinese business firms performed tasks similar to those of
the Western firms in the East-West economic arena, i.e.
they operated multinational businesses handling Asian
products, controlled the import-export trade, the wholesale
and distributive channels, set up their own banking and
financial systems, and created direct linkages with small
Chinese and indigenous trading firms and shops in the
rural areas. This notion became deeply rooted in post-war
Japanese scholarship on ethnic Chinese business in pre
war Southeast Asia and produced interesting and chal
lenging results.
In the decades following the establishment of the
Indonesian nation-state few works appeared on Chinese
business enterprise. Rather than focusing on the entrepre
neurial characteristics of the Chinese, the nation-state
paradigm led scholars to think about and critically examine
the political and social status of the Chinese minority in
the development of the Indonesian nation. Major works
during this period are W.F. Wertheim, Indonesian Society
in Transition (The Hague: W. van Hocvc, 1959) and his
“The Trading Minorities in Southeast Asia.” in W.F.
Wertheim, East-West Parallels (The Hague: W. van
Hocve, 1964); Donald E. Willmott, The Chinese of
Semarang: A Changing Minority in Indonesia (Ithaca,
New York: Cornell University Press, 1960) and of course
the writings of William G Skinner and Lea E. Williams.
This trend continued in the 1970s and early 1980s. Most
books and articles published during this period shifted
attention from the economic to political and social issues.3
Very few noticeable works on Chinese economic life
appeared during this period. The major exception is
Michael Godley, The Mandarin Capitalists from
Nanyang: Overseas Chinese Enterprise in the Mod
ernization of China, 1893-1911 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1981) in which Godley analyses the role
of some highly successful Chinese entrepreneurs from
Sumatra and British-Malaya and their investment strate
gies in South China.

<s

Chinese versus Pribumi Entrepreneurship
A third theme which runs through much of the histori
cal work on Chinese business in Indonesia is the question
of their relative success vis a vis private Pribumi (indig
enous) business enterprises and the apparent inability of
Pribumi enterprises to mature into major capitalist busi
ness groups. There is an entire body of literature available
on this theme which dates back to the early twentieth
century, much of which was written in terms of the tradi
tional modernization theories. The discussion seemed at a
dead-end, but recently several scholars have taken up the
issue once again with interesting results. Instead of study
ing rivalry and conflict between the two ethnic business
networks, these scholars look at the cooperation, linkages
and interdependencies between the two groups.6
Political Economy Studies
In the midst of East Asia’s economic “miracle” and
particularly after the publication of Richard Robison’s
Indonesia: The Rise of Capital (Sydney: Allen &
Unwin, 1986), academic attention was once more attached
to the role of Chinese business in the commanding heights
of the Indonesian economy. Following similar trends in
other Southeast Asian countries, Robison’s path-breaking
work started a rush of publications all dealing with the
large capitalistic, multi-national, ethnic Chinese business
conglomerates and their particularistic relations with the
Suharto regime. From the “middleman” paradigm, which
had guided most academic writings until that time, interest
now turned to the wealthy and the powerful, the “crony”
and the ersatz. This paradigm shift has been eloquently
analyzed by Ruth McVey in her “The Materialisation of
the Southeast Asian Enterprcncur.”7

Singkeh-Peranakan Economic Control

Another major issue in the historiography is the long-
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Japanese & Chinese Interactions in Philippine
Commerce
Continued from page 2
mates of the relative power of Chinese, Japanese, and
Filipinos in the retail and wholesale trade. The 1938 Bu
reau of Commerce report admitted that “no data were
available showing the volume of business by nationality
for the whole country" (Bureau of Commerce 1938:137).
Likewise, calculations using investment data were ques
tionable since the total amount of Japanese investments
could not be ascertained.2 Still, even after announcing
these data problems, the Bureau of Commerce (in the
same report) presented estimates comparing each
nationality’s relative power in domestic commerce.3
A review of the trade statistics in 1936 would show
that the value of imports from Japan comprised only 13.1
percent of the total value of imports while the United
States accounted for 60.8 percent. A breakdown of the
data revealed that most imported items for retail came
from the United States and European countries. These
figures, supportive of Wong’s claim, suggest that esti
mates of the Japanese share in the Philippines’ wholesale
and retail trade might have been exaggerated even if
there was increased competition from the Japanese.
So was there a reduction in the business of Chinese
merchants due to increased Japanese competition as
noted by some observers? (Hayden 1942:714; Tan
1981:8). Using the figures in Table 1, we can derive the
annual growth in the number of stores during certain
periods as well as the relative shares in the retail store
population. Particularly, from 1930 to 1935, the number of
Japanese retail stores doubled, accelerating at a rate of
12.4 percent a year. Likewise, Chinese-owned stores
increased by 45 percent. In 1938, the Chinese accounted
for 15 percent of the total number of retail stores, which
was higher than the 1930 level (See Table 2).
Looking at the macro-environment, the average
amount of gross sales in domestic trade definitely declined
during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Philippine
economic conditions were most depressed in the years
1932-1933 and again, though less harshly, in 1938-39. The
amount of gross sales in local distribution never recovered
from its 1929 level. Data up to 1936 showed that the
gross sales index dropped from 102 in 1929 to 48 points in
1932 before slowly climbing to 70 points in 1936 (Philip-
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Table 2
Annual Growth in the Number of Stores
Annual Growth Rates
Filipino Chinese Japanese
Period
1912-1938
1.5% 3.0%
5.1%
1930-1935 -5.5% 6.4%
12.4%
1935-1938 13.0% 7.8%
8.6%

by Nationality

-0.2%

Total
1.7%

-8.0%

-3.9%

16.5%

12.1%

Others

Relative Shares in the Number of Stores
by Nationality, 1912-38
Year
1912
1930
1935
1938

Filipino
87.1%
88.9%
80.5%
83.0%

Chinese
10.9%
9.6%
17.7%
15.1%

Japanese Others
0.4%
1.6%
0.4%
1.1%
1.0%
0.8%
0.9%
1.0%

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%

pine Statistical Review 1938:154-57). And yet, the number
of retail stores from all nationalities kept increasing. What
can be gathered from these facts was that there was a
possible reduction in the volume of business for the aver
age Chinese retailer. The competition came from all na
tionalities, including the Chinese themselves prior to 193839. However, despite this fact, there were outstanding
Chinese business enterprises like Yutivo Sons Hardware
Company and the cigarette importer-dealer Dy Buncio &
Company, who stayed ahead and prospered (Wong 2001:
113-14). Others continued to handle and buy Japanese
goods in spite of successive boycotts. Wong notes that as
“Japanese competition eroded their customer base, re
duced their sales turnover, and ate their percentage share
of the market, Chinese businessmen quietly sought ways
and means to sidestep the boycott campaign to improve
their economic position’’ (Ibid.: 100). Go Co Lay, a pros
perous importer-exporter and dealer in Japanese goods,
continued to deal with the Japanese through the “cover"
of a new firm. He later became the first president of the
Chinese Association, which represented the Chinese
during the Japanese occupation of Manila (Tan 1981:53).
Following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in
1937, Japanese textile exports to the Philippines declined
due to a number of reasons—economic, political, and
military. According to Fukuda, beginning in October 1937,
Japanese cotton products became more expensive than
American products. The decline in cotton exports to the
Philippines (as well as Southeast Asia) was not ncccssar-
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ily a result of the boycotts from 1937 onwards but rather a
result of the ongoing recession (Fukuda 1995: 244-45).
From a Chinese point of view, the Chinese dealers in the
Philippines experienced “better times” during 1938-1939
when “textile imports from America surged” and as local
demand increased (Wong 2001:92). The lines became
more clearly drawn on the eve of and in the course of
WWII than ever before or after.
Endnotes
1. Indicative figures for the share of each nationality in
the volume of wholesale and retail were likewise offered
for the current year. The resulting figures were based on
the volume of business in Manila and the investment in
commercial ventures of respective nationalities.
2. Bureau of Commerce, 137. Hayden, The Philippines,
713. Also see Helmut Q Callis, Foreign Investment in
Southeast Asia (New York: Amo Press) 1976. Though,
commercial investments as of 1 January 1938 were men
tioned in Wong, 236 cf. 32. Accordingly, investments
amounted to P264.3 million “of which Chinese, Filipinos,
and Japanese had 42.1 percent, 28.6 percent, and 7.8
percent, respectively.”
3. Chinese, 36.4%; Americans, 25.7%; Filipinos, 14.5%;
Japanese, 8.3%; Spanish, 7.3%; and others, 7.8%.
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Researching Business Networks and Firms in
Malaysia
Continued from page 4
age was also investigated in Jennifer Cushman’s Family
and State: The Formation of a Sino-Thai Tin-mining
Dynasty, 1797-1932 (Singapore: Oxford University
Press, 1991) in an effort to more fully understand the
business strategies of entrepreneurs during the earlier
years of western involvement in the Malay peninsula,
when connections with the homeland were still fresh in
the minds of migrants.
C.F. Yong's business biography, Tan Kah-kee: The
Making of an Overseas Chinese Legend (Singapore:
Oxford University Press, 1987) is another excellent ex
ample of a sound research methodology incorporating
exhaustive use of available source material, interviews
with Tan’s acquaintances, and Tan’s memoirs in order to
present a comprehensive study of Tan. Placing Tan’s life
in the context of historical developments in China and
Southeast Asia, we arc better able to understand Tan’s
economic fortunes, his social standing and political contri
butions.
Wu’s case histories of family firms, Cushman’s use of
business biography as a lens to view the use of strategic
alliances and Yong’s (and Wang’s) examination of statebusiness relations serve as welcome reminders not only of
what aspects can be included in business history research
but also of the range of sources which can yield the much
needed information. When company records are scarce,
incomplete or totally missing, interview data and nonofficial contemporary accounts remain some of the other
possible materials for historians to mine. □
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Modern Thai Business History
Continued from page 6

scholars oriented toward the consideration of structural
features of the Thai economy mean that the field suffers
relatively little from the black-box culturalism characteris
tic of much work on commercial life in Southeast Asia.
Nevertheless, from an institutionalist perspective, both the
family (trakun) and the group (khruea) generally remain
under-theorized in the study of Thai business history. In
this regard, as in so many others, historians of Thai busi
ness might learn from non-historians. Under the guise of
non-Marxian political economy, American political scien
tists have taken the lead in institutionalist approaches to
Thai business.20 If, to the historian’s taste, such work
seems almost invariably theoretically muscle-bound and
empirically thin, its example still holds much of value for
us. Much the same can be said of the need to pursue the
study of international linkages in work on Thai business
history. While the empirical ambitions of the historian
Phuwadon Songprasoet’s monograph on the role of
Singaporean capital in the Thai rubber and tin sectors is
admirable,21 we might all do well to take theoretical cues
from work like that of the Thammasat University busi
ness-studies lecturer Pawida Pananon on the origins and
growth of Thai multinationals.21
To conclude, then, the study ofThailand’s business
history is a field waiting to take off. Its comparative inter
est is unmistakable. But priorities for its development
include more work on the prc-1945 and above all pre-1900
periods, greater attention to the provinces and to small and
failed firms, more systematic use of Chincsc-languagc
sources and of Japanese-languagc scholarship, and
greater theoretical sophistication.
Endnotes
1. Quoted in Pasuk Phongpaichit and Chris Baker,
Thaksin: The Business of Politics in Thailand (Chiang
Mai: Silkworm Books, 2004).
2. Sec Ruth McVcy, cd., Southeast Asian Capitalists
(Ithaca: Southeast Asia Program, Cornell University,
1992).
3. The Chinese in Thailand (London: Oxford University
Press, 1941).
4. Chinese Society in Thailand: An Analytical History
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1957).

5. Prodded above all by the volume’s several references
to concentrations of Hainanese on the cast coast of south
ern Thailand, for example, one of my MA students, a
native Mandarin speaker with excellent Thai, has com
bined oral-history interviews with the collection of com
memorative volumes and works of local history to open
startlingly fresh perspectives on the history of the com
merce of the Thai South, in both its domestic and interna
tional contexts.
6. Leadership and Power in the Chinese Community of
Thailand (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press,
1958).
7. Thailand: The Modernization of a Bureaucratic
Polity (Honolulu: East-West Center Press, 1966).
8. Bankers and Bureaucrats: Capital and the Role of
the State in Thailand (New Haven: Yale University
Southeast Asia Studies, 1989.) The prolific Hewison’s
most recent work is available among the working papers
of the Southeast Asia Research Centre, City University of
Hong Kong: http://www.cityu.edu.hk/searcAVP.html.
9. Craig J. Reynolds and Hong Lysa, “Marxism in Thai
Historical Studies,” The Journal of Asian Studies XLIII,
1 (Nov. 1983). A serious empirical challenge to this
school, several of whose chapters are excellent short
contributions to Thai business history, is lan Brown, The
Elite and the Economy in Siam, c. 1890-1920
(Singapore: Oxford University Press, 1988).
10. Bangkok: Chulalongkom University Social Research
Institute, 1983.
11. Analysis of Thailand's Commercial Banking Capi
talists, 1932-1973 (Bangkok: Chulalongkom University
Social Research Institute, 1986).
12. Tokyo: Center for East Asian Cultural Studies, 1989.
13. For work on tax farming in English, cf. Constance M.
Wilson, “Revenue Farming, Economic Development and
Government Policy during the Early Bangkok Period,
1830-92”; Ian Brown, “The End of the Opium Farm in
Siam, 1905-7”; and Jennifer W. Cushman and Michael R.
Godlcy, “The Khaw Concern,” all in John Butcher and
Howard Dick, eds., The Rise and Fall of Revenue
Farming: Business Elites and the Emergence of the
Modern State in Southeast Asia (New York: St Martin’s
Press, 1993). James Warren’s SOAS dissertation on
gambling and its regulation in twentieth-century Thailand
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1921-1980] (Bangkok: Chulalongkom University Social
Research Institute, 1987). 1 have tried to follow Plaio's
good example in my own work on southern Thailand; see
“Branch Banking in Southern Thailand, 1940s-1970s:
Toward an Information-Centered Approach to the Study
of Southeast Asian Business History” (forthcoming) and
“The Commerce ofTrang, 1930s-1990s: Thailand’s Na
tional Integration in Social-Historical Perspective” (unpub
lished dissertation, Cornell University, 1998).
19. In this regard, Suehiro follows the seminal Krockkiat
Phiphatseritham, Wikhro laksana kanpenchaokhong
thurakit khanat yai nai prathet thai [Analysis of the
Characteristics of Ownership of Thai Big Business]
(Bangkok: Thammasat University Press, 1982). Similarly,
no work on the history of business in Thailand (reaching
into Malaya too, in this case) is so widely cited by special
ists on other parts of the region as Jennifer W. Cushman,
Family and State: The Formation of a Sino-Thai TinMining Dynasty, 1797-1932 (Singapore: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1991).
20. See for example, Richard F. Doner and Ansil Ramsay,
“Competitive Clientclism and Economic Governance: The
Case of Thailand,” in Ben Schneider and Sylvia Max field,
eds.. Business and the State in Developing Countries
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1997).
21. Thun singkhapo kanphukkhat talat yang phara
lae dihuk thai [Singaporean Capital: Monopolization of
the Thai Para Rubber and Tin Markets] (Bangkok: Insti
tute of Asian Studies, Chulalongkom University, 1992).
22. For example, “The Making of Thai Multinationals: A
Comparative Study of the Growth and Internationalization
Process of Thailand’s Charoen Pokphand and Siam Ce
ment Groups,” Journ al of Asian Business XVII, 3
(2001). □

will add an invaluable and exhaustively researched sequel
to the history of Siam’s revenue farms.
14. The department was some years ago rechristcned the
Department of Business Development and moved to
modem facilities on Bangkok’s outskirts. At this time, only
walk-in access to microfilm of firms’ very recent filings is
available. It remains unclear to me where the
department’s vast stock of original files is held or how
access to them might be arranged. One can only hope
that, in time, these materials will be transferred to
Thailand’s National Archives.
15. For example, The Bangkok Times, The 1894 Direc
tory for Bangkok and Siam (reprinted by White Lotus,
Bangkok, 1996). Similarly useful for mid-twentieth-cen
tury Thailand are annual editions of Phanit songkhro, the
commercial directory variously published by what has
been both the Ministry of Commerce and of Economic
Affairs.
16. The huge, lavish cremation volume of perhaps the
most important business figure in Thai history, Nai okat
sadetphraratchadamnoen phraratchathan phloeng
sop nai Chin Sophonphanit po. cho., po. mo. [Crema
tion volume for Chin Sophonphanit] (Bangkok: Bangkok
Bank, 1988) is among the handful of most outstanding
sources for the study of Thai business history. Re
searched to high academic standards, the volume opens
with photographs of the Thai king lighting Chin’s funeral
pyre and of former military strongman and Bangkok Bank
chairman Field Marshal Praphat Charusathian washing
Chin’s corpse. Like many prominent and successful Thai
Chinese, the man bom Tan Piak Chin was cremated and
not buried. On cremation volumes, see Grant A. Olson,
“Thai Cremation Volumes: A Brief History of a Unique
Genre of Literature,” Asian Folklore Studies LI, 2
(1992). The 4000-volume collection held in the library of
the Center for Southeast Asia Studies. Kyoto University,
is usefully indexed in Marasi Siwarak, Catalogue of Thai
Cremation Volumes in the Charas Collection (Kyoto:
CSEAS, 1989) available in libraries with strong collections
on Southeast Asia.
17. The Characteristics of Thai Capitalists in the
1914-1939 Period (Bangkok: Phantakit, 2002).
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Parks Coble reviews Wang Ju’s study of Rong
family textiles in the late 1940s.
Jeff Hornibrook on coal mines and contracts in
late Qing.

18. Phokha kap phatthanakan rabop thunniyom nai
phak nuea pho. so. 2464-2523 [Merchants and the
Development of the Capitalist System in the North,

!

Perry Ritenour on banking in Guangdong, 19491951.
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ncsc families lived in, and, more often than not, lead to
inspiring and original research questions.

Chinese Business in Modern Indonesia
Continued from page 8

Endnotes
1. Licm is particularly concerned with the competition
Chinese retail trade in prewar Java faced from Japanese
and indigenous distributive traders. He wonders whether
the family-based organisation and the traditional business
practices of the Chinese will be able to deal with these
competitors.
2. See George L. Hicks, cd., A Bibliography of Japa
nese Works on the Overseas Chinese in Southeast
Asia, 1914-1945 (Hong Kong, 1992). Hicks and his team
have translated and edited several of these works. George
L. Hicks, ed., Overseas Chinese Remittances from
Southeast Asia, 1910-1940 (Singapore, 1993), and
Fukuda Shozo, With Sweat and Abacus. Economic
Roles of Southeast Asian Chinese on the Eve of World
War 11 (Singapore, 1995), edited by George L. Hicks.
3. Major writers that should be mentioned here are Leo
Suriyadinata, Charles Coppcl, Jamie Mackie, Mary
Somers-Heidhues, Dcde Octomo, Mcly Tan, and Mona
Lohanda.
4. James R. Rush, Opium to Java:Revenue Farming
and Chinese Enterprise in Colonial Indonesia (Ithaca,
NY, 1990).
5. Peter Post, “Chinese Business Networks and Japanese
Capital in South East Asia, 1880-1940: Some Preliminary
Observations,” in: Rajeswary Ampalavanar Brown, cd.,
Chinese Business Enterprise in Asia (London, 1995),
pp. 154-177; ibid. “On Bicycles and Textiles: Japan, South
China and the Hokchia-Hcnghua Entrepreneurs in L.M.
Douw and P. Post, eds., South China: State, Culture
and Social Change during the Twentieth Century
(Amsterdam, Oxford, New York, Tokyo, 1996), pp. 141150.
6. See for example Peter Kcppy, “Hidden Business: Indig
enous and Ethnic Chinese Entrepreneurs in the Majalaya
Textile Industry, West Java, 1928-1974, unpublished dis
sertation (Vrijc Universiteit Amsterdam, 2001).
7. In: Ruth McVey, cd., Southeast Asian Capitalists
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University, Southeast Asia
Program, 1992), 7-34.
8. Kunio Yoshihara, ed, Oei Tiong Ham Concern: The
First Business Empire of Southeast Asia (Kyoto: The

Following this new emphasis on large Chinese business
conglomerates, Kunio Yoshihara compiled a much needed
volume on the largest pre-war Chinese business empire in
Asia, the Oei Tiong Ham Concern,8 whereas Jamie
Mackie in several articles compared the business forms of
old and new Chinese conglomerates.9 One of the best
studies written during this period is the one on the Salim
Group by Yuri Sato.10
In recent years Mary Somers and others have taken
research in a different direction. Rather than looking at
the business conglomerates in the political centre, Somers
studied Chinese economic life in the rural areas of West
Borneo and the Riau archipelago."
Challenges and Prospects
When looking over Indonesian (Chinese) business
historiography one notices that most of it is cloaked in
political, social, and moral debates, rather than in eco
nomic or business debates. Secondly, most studies are
done within the political geography set by the state,
whether Dutch colonial, Japanese military, or independent
Indonesia. Very few studies have taken a cross-borders
perspective. I would argue that in order for the field to
mature we should fundamentally question the usefulness
of these frameworks. To develop new concepts and ana
lytical schemes Western and Indonesian scholarship might
try to link up more intensively with research groups in
Japan and other East Asian countries and make creative
use of the existing large body of pre-war and post-war
materials in these countries. Such new approaches will
undoubtedly lead to a reappraisal of the functioning and
significance of Chinese enterprise in the Dutch colonial
economy and during the Japanese occupation and the
Sukarno era. New resources (written, oral, film and pho
tographs) might be used for firm-specific histories and
entrepreneurial biographies. Oral sources can give insights
into the dynamics of entrepreneurial decision-making and
the important intra-personal relations within the
transnational family firms. Looking at entrepreneurial
behaviour and business strategics only from a pure “ratio
nal economic” point of view leaves aside many important
cultural and emotional factors that in many cases actually
guided businessmen’s decisions.12 Likewise film (homemovies) and photographs bring to life the world the Chi-
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York: Cornell University, SEAP: 2003).
12. To give one example: In 1935 the famous Oei Tiong
Ham Concern established an alcohol factory in Shanghai,
which in the next years became a major asset to the firm.
Most scholars have interpreted this move as a rational
attempt by Oei Tjong Hauw, son and successor of Oei
Tiong Ham, to expand his business to China on the request
of Cheng Kung Po, then Minister of Industry of the re
publican government. But apparently Oei Tjong Hauw
also had other, more urgent and personal motives to set up
the factory in Shanghai. In an interview (Singapore, Sep
tember 13, 2004), his younger brother. Jack Oei Tjong Ic
told the author that “The main reason Oei Tjong Hauw set
up the alcohol factory in Shanghai was to find a new
home for his Eurasian mistress who got fed up with the
gossip in colonial Java about their secret liaison. There
might have been some economic incentive, but I sincerely
doubt whether this was the case. No...I am sure that it
was just bought to bring her to Shanghai. He really loved
her you know, and he wanted to please her and ease her
mind.” □

Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University,
1989).
9. Sec for example his “Changing Patterns of Chinese Big
Business in Southeast Asia,” in McVey Southeast Asian
Capitalists, 161-190; “Economic Systems of the South
east Asian Chinese,” in: Leo Suryadinata, cd.. Southeast
Asian Chinese and China: The Politico-Economic
Dimension (Singapore: Times Academic Press, 1995), 3365; “The Economic Roles of the Southeast Asian Chinese:
Information Gaps and Research Needs,” in: Chan Kwok
Bun, ed., Chinese Business Networks. State, Economy
and Culture (Singapore: Prentice Hall, 2000), 234-260.
10. Y. Sato “The Salim Group in Indonesia: The Develop
ment and Behavior of the Largest Conglomerate in South
east Asia,” The Developing Economies, Volume XXXI,
Number 4, December 1993,408-441.
11. Mary F. Somers Heidhues, Bangka Tin and Mentok
Pepper. Chinese Settlement on an Indonesian Island
(Singapore: ISEAS, 1992); Mary F. Somers Heidhues,
Golddiggers, Farmers, and Traders in the ‘Chinese
Districts'of West Kalimantan. Indonesia (Ithaca, New
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Inventing Nanjing Road

INVENTING
Commercial Culture in Shanghai,
NANJING
1900-1945
■wROAD^
Edited by Sherman Cochran
“Compact and coherent...an
Commmul Culture
excellent sampler of current
in Shanghai. 1900-1945
research on the development of
£$$333
business, advertisement...and
urban life-styles in modern
Shanghai."
—-Journal of Asian Studies
103 1999 270 p., 1-885445-63-6 $32.50 he,
1-885445-03-2 $22.00 pb.

To Achieve Security and Wealth
The Qing Imperial State and the Economy, 1644-1911
Edited byJane K/\te Leonard &John R. Watt
“This book adds to our understanding of the philo
sophical motivations, policy practices, and social
impacts of state economic activism.”
—The Journal of Asian Studies
"A welcome addition to a growing literature on the
relationship between the Qing State and the
economy. —China Review International
56 1993 206 p., 0-939657-56-2 $17.00 pb.
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Peter J. Katzenstein
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Asian Regionalism
PeterJ. Katzenstein, Natasha Hamilton-Hart, Kozo Kato, and Ming Yue
Regionalism is of growing relevance to the political economy of Asia-Pacific.
This timely volume investigates the dynamics of Asian regionalism during the
1980s and 1990s, focusing on Japanese and Chinese business networks in
Northeast and Southeast Asia and the effects of economic, monetary, and
financial policies on regional cooperation. Looks at how regionalism impacts
corporate strategies and government policies in a globalizing economy.
"Peter Katzenstein is widely regarded as the foremost analyst of Asia’s new
regionalism.” —Pacific Affairs
107 2000 184 p., 1-885445-07-5$ 18 pb

Poverty and Growth in a South
China County: Anxi, Fujian, 1949-1992
Thomas P. Lyons
“This very useful study is a valuable
addition to the literature on local
economic development in China.”
—The China Journal
Traces the development of a povertystricken county through the Maoist era
and the first fifteen years of the post-Mao
reforms.
72 199i 174 p., 0-939657-81-3 $ 15.00 he,
0-939657-72-4 $ 10.00 pb.

Nanking Letters
Knight Biggerstaff
First printed in 1979, this series
of illuminating letters written in
1949 describes Nanking before,
during and after the Communist
takeover. The author was in
China on a research fellowship
at the time. The result is a fresh
and lively close-up of this cru
cial phase in the Chinese Revo
lution. Reformatted edition.
23 1999 Reprint Edition 108 p., 0-939657-23-6$ 15.00pb.
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